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Jessie Street National Women’s Library serves to:
 Highlight the contribution of Australian women to this country’s
development
 Highlight awareness of women’s issues
 Ensure that documents relating to Australian women’s lives and
activities are collected and made accessible
 Support the fields of women’s history and women’s studies

To keep women’s words, women’s works, alive and powerful
Ursula K. Le Guin
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C HA IR
We are celebrating 30 years since the founding of the Library and we will report
in 2020 on our celebrations. It has prompted a look back over the years as well
as forward into the future and our 2019 Newsletters will focus on some of our
historical journey. The Library had its genesis in the centenary of Jessie Street’s
birth which was being celebrated in April, 1989. A centenary committee was
formed in late 1988 with Juliet Cobb as its contact.
The committee organised a luncheon held at Parliament House, Sydney on 17 th
April hosted by the Hon Ann Symonds MLC. This was preceded by a one-day
conference on 15th April at Women’s College. At the conference, the idea of an
independent national library for women was raised and a suggestion to name it
Jessie Street Library.
As a result, a steering committee was formed and by 4th August, 1989, there was
an association Annual General Meeting held at YWCA in Wentworth Ave.
Contacts and founding members were: Shirley Jones, Lenore Coltheart and
Jennifer Crew and the Library remains one of the most significant and enduring
legacies from that time.
In our twenty ninth year, 2018, we greeted 114 visitors and were followed on
Facebook by 1274 women and men although some posts were opened by many
hundreds more. Our membership (429) continued to grow as did our profile
among other women’s libraries and international institutions. We were supported
throughout the year by over 45 volunteers working in the Library or as part of
team organising our Lunch Hour Talks and the Annual Fundraising Luncheon. The
Newsletter Committee and its editorial team continued to produce our quarterly
publication for all members. Diane Hague worked on our Facebook posts ably
assisted by Sherri Hilario and Hanne Marks.
The Library’s revised Collection Development Policy has assisted us with
determining the value of our materials as well with divestment of those books
and serials which were outside the policy guidelines. The Library in 2018 held
10,750 books; there were over 200 Archival collections, 1511 posters; 552 serials;
44 Theses and 112 DVD with 263 items of ephemera. Our Library Information
System –KOHA- was upgraded and it was supported by the team at Calyx led by
Irma Birchall.
We are financially relatively secure. This was due to continuing support from the
City of Sydney’s Accommodation subsidy and the generosity and commitment of
our members and supporters. Our Capital Investment Fund continued to grow
and we gave consideration to investing some of the funds with a fund manager.
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Our medium to longer term investment strategy is still under consideration as
there are risks when rewards are greater.
We partnered with a range of organisations undertaking activities which drew on
our collection or enabled us to promote the Library’s important role as a
repository and research support facility. The organisations included: Charles Sturt
University, University of Sydney, Biennale of Sydney 2018 and Museum of
Contemporary Art, Women Lawyers NSW, NSW Teachers Federation, Brookfields
for the Jessie Street Centre, and the History Council with Facebook exhibits.
Board members and some volunteers visited the Biennale Exhibition at Cockatoo
Island and went on an Aboriginal Dreaming Tour through the Rocks in Sydney.
This was revelatory and we thank Margret Campbell for her work with
Dreamtime Southern Cross and her welcome to country at our Annual Luncheon.
We embarked on a refreshment of our website and Facebook page to mark our
thirtieth year. Corresponding Board member, Diane Hague and Sherri Hilario
worked with the assistance of Roseanne Bersten from Tinderspark to bring a new
look to the website and familiarise themselves with new graphic and other
applications. This is a work in progress.
We replaced all our computers ably assisted by Howard Houliston who continued
in his IT support role with his calm and precise expertise applied systematically to
the upgrade.
We welcomed Susan Price to the Board and she has already added value to our
deliberations and connected us to new networks. Sherri Hilario has made an
outstanding contribution to the Library working long hours and assisting
immeasurably to build our profile. Her presentation on our poster collection at
the Museum of Contemporary Art opened the door to more collaborations. Jean
Burns, our Treasurer of some years, was selfless and assiduous in her
management of our finances. Lynne Morton, our de facto Volunteer Coordinator,
gave her time to others in support of well-developed projects and then also
continued with her work on Serials with Julianne Patterson. Lynne is a Library
treasure expecting nothing and giving her all. Hanne Marks worked on Lunch
Hour Talks and the Annual Luncheon and at reception once a week. She has
humour and wit and bears all the work like a polite amateur always learning and
presenting like a professional.
Michele Ginswick led the Lunch Hour Talk team as well as the Annual Luncheon
Committee. She is a Library stalwart and Board member of many years. She is a
quiet and methodical contributor who just gets it done.
The archival team continued its work with populating the catalogue and adding
ephemera to our collection. Bev Sodbinow, Valda Rigg, Christine Smith, Gina
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Dolphin and Jan Burnswoods remained as members and their work added to the
diversity of archival items.
The caring and committed work of our volunteers is the Library’s major strength.
This has enabled it to become a professional organisation respected by its
community of supporters and confident in its dealings with institutions, large and
small. There was a growing sense during the year that we are an organisation
with a unique collection of valuable source materials on Australian women’s
social and political history accessible to the community, with a support team
ready to assist visitors with their queries and research requirements.
As Chair, my task was to lead, manage and connect dots; promote the Library to
the broader community; keep our relationship with the City of Sydney on a
friendly professional footing and build external relationships with other women’s,
feminist and educational organisations. I could not do this without the goodwill,
generosity and cooperation of all Board members and volunteers. I extend my
profound gratitude to all. We share a common vision and the same sense of
purpose and a strong belief in the Library’s vital feminist mission, in these times,
and for all times.
Jozefa Sobski
Chair of the Board

TREA SUR ER
The Library had a very successful year in 2018 and the continued support of the
Council for the City of Sydney is critical to this success. Through its
Accommodation Grants Program, the Council provides a significant rent subsidy
for the premises occupied by the Library in the Ultimo Community Centre. The
ongoing financial support of the Council is acknowledged with gratitude.
Overall Income in 2018 was $24,600 in excess of budget. This was largely due to
an increase in donations, particularly to the Capital Investment Fund, and an
increase in membership revenue. Donations to support the day to day operations
of the Library totalled more than $8,000, which was $2,900 in excess of budgeted
revenue. Donations to the Library’s Capital Investment Fund totalled $34,584,
$14,000 in excess of budget. The balance of the fund at the end of 2018 was
$394,377.19, moving ever closer to the target of $500,000.
The major fundraising event for the Library is the Annual Luncheon held at NSW
Parliament House in September. The profit from this event in 2018 was
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$18,323.80, a significant increase on the 2017 event and the largest profit
reported since I have been treasurer. The regular Lunch Hour Talks remain
popular and in 2018 achieved a net profit of $1,101.50, a slight reduction in profit
due in part to the cancellation of one of the talks due to the speaker’s
unavailability at short notice. The Library acknowledges the support of members
and volunteers who organise, work at and attend these events to ensure they
continue to be successful fundraising ventures for the Library.
The Library welcomed 35 new members in 2018, and two Life Members resulting
in Membership revenue being $3,575 in excess of budget. It is now standard
practice to issue a reminder to members to renew their membership with the
November Newsletter and those members who have not renewed are sent a
reminder in April each year.
Overall, expenditure in 2018 was around $7,000 in excess of approved budget.
This was largely due to increased costs for the Annual Luncheon, a result of the
increase attendance; purchases for Archives equipment and conservation
materials: and, due to the retirement of the two City of Sydney computers, during
2018 the Library updated our information technology infrastructure including
purchasing 6 new computers which are considered capital items.
At the end of 2018 the Library’s Westpac Term Deposit was valued at
$110,000.00 with a maturity date of 5 March 2019. The Library finished 2018
with a cash position of $162,231.84 plus $394,377.19 in the Capital Investment
Fund, a total of $556,609.03.
On behalf of the Board I would like to thank Jann Skinner for her continued role
as Honorary Auditor and for providing assistance and support to me throughout
the year.
Jean Burns
Treasurer

SECR ETA R Y
Membership of the Library continued to grow steadily, reaching 429 in 2018. In
addition, the Library continued to expand its connections with researchers and
the wider Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums (GLAM) communities
including educational institutions. A Cambridge University PhD student spent two
weeks researching through our serials. In her card of thanks to us, she captured
beautifully our spirit and purpose: “Thank you so much for your warm and sisterly
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support on beginning my research. “This library is an amazing resource.”. Also,
through our connection with Glasgow Women’s Library, we were thrilled to be
invited to collaborate with printmaker Ciara Phillips on her Workshop, 2010ongoing, for the Biennale of Sydney 2018.
There were 9 Board Meetings in 2018. The attendance record was:
Chair

Jozefa Sobski

9

Vice Chair

Suzanne Marks

7

Secretary

Sherri Hilario

9

Treasurer

Jean Burns

6

Members

Michele Ginswick

8

Diane Hague (corresponding member)

9

Robyn Harriott

8

Barbara Henery

7

Beverley Kingston

8

Susan Price (from 2018 AGM)

5

Vallie Rigg

9

Marion Shaw

7

Beverley Sodbinow

4

All quarterly surveys and the Annual Self-Assessment required by the City of
Sydney’s Accommodation Grants program were completed.
Returns required by the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profit Commission
(ACNC) and NSW Fair Trading were also completed. However, going forward, the
ACNC will provide the relevant information to NSW Fair Trading.
Sherri Hilario
Secretary

LIBRARY
Posters
The valuation of the book and poster collection was carried out during the year
by Baiba Berzins. The poster collection was accessed for a range of displays
throughout the year. Twelve relevant poster images were provided to UNSW on
the childcare and childhood education movement to celebrate the work of
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Professor Deb Brennan, a historian and archivist on that topic. Sherri Hilario
collaborated with feminist art historian Dr Louise Mayhew on a talk about
feminist poster collectives at the Museum of Contemporary Art. UTS requested
the use of two poster images.
Serials
Lynne Morton, serials librarian, attended the Australian Library and Information
Association (ALIA) Rare Books and Special Collections tour to investigate new
library initiatives which may be applicable at JSNWL. Some serials in JSNWL
collection which do not suit the current Collection Development Policy criteria
have been rationalised. Numerous issues were offered to alternate State and
National Libraries to fill gaps in their collections.
Books
With completion of an updated Collection Development Policy in 2017, this year
we turned our attention to deficits & gaps in the collection. Topics such as
indigenous women’s writing (a growing body of work) as well as works generated
by the greater Australasian region could be targeted for further research. Two
librarians volunteered to attend Cultural Awareness Workshop in Nowra run by
the indigenous group Koorimunication, to educate themselves on cultural
sensitivity & awareness when dealing with the indigenous community. In addition,
literary award-winning writers are being researched so that gaps in our holdings
may be identified. As time & money permits, specific titles may then be acquired.
Book Club
The Book Club has met regularly, generating reviews for the newsletter, as well
as donations to the collection, as some book club members purchase titles &
pass on those copies to the collection. Selections have included many awardwinning books as well as classic Australian women’s writing.
Reference Enquiries
A variety of reference enquiries were received during the year which utilised the
collection - information on Jessie Street for the Jessie Street Centre in
Parramatta; information on feminist/suffragist organisations in Sydney between
1890-1931 for SBS program Who Do You Think You Are?; Scanned pages from
the book Women, Sex and the Law by R.Tong for the NSW Department of Justice
Library; PhD student from Cambridge, UK researching the history of international
Women’s Liberation utilised the serials collection to research her thesis about
development of the movement in Australia.
International Women’s Libraries
Glasgow based artist Ciara Philips, associated with the Glasgow Women’s Library
which has strong ties to the artistic community in that city, invited library
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volunteers to participate in a printing workshop as part of the Biennale of Sydney
2018. A group of volunteers, one of three community groups, collaborated with
Phillips over four weeks in the printing of feminist artworks which were then on
public exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art.
Two volunteers – Jozefa Sobski and Barbara Henery on separate overseas trips,
visited the Glasgow Women’s Library and were given tours of the library. The
impressive building, a historic library built originally by Carnegie & extensively
restored to house the women’s library collections as well as their exhibitions and
workshops, gave the Australian visitors a vision of how the JSNWL might increase
community involvement and raise awareness of the uniqueness of the JSNWL
collection in the future. Visitors from Glasgow whilst in Sydney later in the year,
paid a return visit to inspect the Library. Other women’s libraries overseas have
also been visited when volunteers are abroad, thus continuing to sustain the
international women’s network of women’s words and activism.
Barbara Henery

AR CHIV ES
Once again, the Archives team has had a very successful year in which much
progress has been made. Christine Smith has spent much productive time
training our newest volunteer, Gina Dolphin. Gina’s computer skills and
meticulous attention to detail is proving invaluable in updating KOHA.
Other work completed during the year includes the arrangement and description
of the extensive Louisa Lawson House collection which is now accessible through
the Library’s online catalogue. Christine Smith continues the transfer of
descriptive data relating to the Canberra Women’s Archive collection into KOHA.
We were delighted to receive the records of the Preterm Clinic during the year.
This is a valuable collection which shines a light on some of the problems faced
by women during this period of history. The not for profit Sydney clinic operated
between 1974 and 2015 and offered women safe and affordable abortion. The
records are non-medical and include clinic records, newspaper articles and
ephemera which reveal the opposition to medically safe abortions and
contraceptive and other reproductive health services to women in New South
Wales at the time. For more information see Valda Rigg’s interesting article in the
Library’s November 2018 newsletter.
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Our Women Against Rape records (part of the Canberra Women’s Archive) were
used for research by Eden Blair, a University of Sydney student. An edited version
of her essay “Lest We Recall” will be featured in our February 2019 newsletter.
One of the oldest badges in our large collection was donated by Chase Livingston
of San Francisco. “Sydney Welcome Johnnie 1930” was created to welcome Amy
Johnson, the first female pilot to fly from Britain to Australia. We had not added
the badge to our collection originally, assuming Johnnie was a man. Another
important badge was created when Jessie Street ran in the Federal seat of
Wentworth as the Labor candidate in 1943. Both these badges were featured in
newsletter articles during 2018. Jan Burnswoods has been working on the badge
collection for some time, numbering all the badges and collecting as much
information as possible to update and expand the Library catalogue.
The Archives’ Pine Gap collection of banners, posters, photographs, badges and
ephemera from 1983 is quite familiar to many of our members from the
wonderful exhibition at Parliament House in 2009. The Cockburn Sound protest in
1984 seems to have been forgotten. We hold a remarkable collection of 23
collages and other items which vividly document the activities of the women
protesting at the Cockburn Sound Women’s Peace Camp near Fremantle. They
were featured in the newsletter in May 2018. It would be wonderful if anyone
could give us information regarding the creators of this fascinating collection,
which is another example of lost women’s history being saved by the Library.
A solution to the appropriate storage of banners remains challenging due to the
constraints of space. Vallie Rigg has unfolded most of our banners and moved
them to improved, albeit temporary storage. Christine & Vallie have reorganised
the Archives room to provide more usable storage space.
The spreadsheet Preserving Paper Collections has been a useful handout to
visitors.
Beverley Sodbinow

IN FORM A TIO N TEC HN OL OG Y
During 2018 the Library embarked on the major project of assessing and
upgrading or replacing every computer in the Library, those on the Linux
Operating System as well as the Windows based computers.
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Howard Houliston, our IT volunteer has shared his time and expertise, advising
and guiding the volunteers. He devised and documented a plan to enable the
upgrade to be done with the minimum of disruption to the work of the other
volunteers in their various capacities. Howard has sourced, installed and tested
suitable equipment, at all times being mindful of minimising expenses. At the
year end the project is nearly complete.
Throughout the year Howard has advised on IT security and appropriate antivirus and administration software. Thank you, Howard, for your invaluable and
generous assistance.
In the upgrade we have phased out the sections of our IT system which were still
using the City of Sydney network. Since the Library commenced operations in
Town Hall House the City of Sydney IT department has supported the Library,
assisted with equipment and solved problems. We are most appreciative of the
assistance given to us over these years by the City of Sydney.
Thank you to everyone concerned with the successful upgrade and to those who
have familiarised themselves and others with technical aspects to ensure the
smooth running of this integral part of the Library.
Robyn Harriott

A DMI NIS TRAT ION
The Library is very fortunate to have an impressive cohort of volunteers and
during 2018 there were eleven people prepared to work on the Administration
arm. The Chair and Secretary regularly sit at the reception desk as well as
attending to Board matters.
As a consequence of no longer being connected to the City of Sydney network,
we now have a single unified network of computers, internet and email.
Records of telephone calls show a similar number to the previous year. Apart
from routine enquiries or booking confirmations there are interesting requests for
which the receptionist needs to provide a satisfactory response. The library is
popular with students and tutors asking about placement and work experience.
We were pleased to receive a request from SBS regarding the program ‘Who do
you think you are?’ Another enquiry was for material for a UK presentation. Many
people ring to offer books and papers from deceased estates which they think
may be of interest.
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Visitor numbers are comparable to the previous year, with people coming from
Canada, California, Glasgow and Auckland. A Cambridge University student used
the library for her PhD on international women’s liberation. Many come to
research for the books or theses they are writing. Topics have included
Matriarchal Mythologies, Midwifery and Narcissism.
In 2018 group visitors included the annual Charles Sturt University students,
WOMA (Women and Museums Association) and a group of women walkers who
enjoy exploring Sydney.
Membership renewal continues to be strong and many include a generous
donation as well as their annual subscription. There were 35 new members.
Visually the Library entrance has been improved dramatically. Posters adorn an
outside wall and they continue into the main area providing a bright and
interesting focus.
Christine Lees & Hanne Marks

A N NU A L LU NC HEO N
Having secured Kate McClymont as our speaker for the Annual Luncheon for
2018, it was soon clear that over subscription would be our problem this year.
This proved to be the case with lengthy waiting lists and much reorganisation of
seating. Jean Burns must be acknowledged for her patience and skill in ultimately
fitting in almost all who wished to come.
Kate’s address was worth the effort as in a disarmingly light-hearted talk she
revealed the high points in the life of an investigative journalist, for instance, the
elation felt as a key clue to a puzzle is uncovered. She also spoke of the darker
side of her job as she probes the “underbelly” of our society, reflecting on the
cost of reporting it; monetarily, physically and emotionally.
Again, Margret Campbell started the proceedings with her most meaningful
Acknowledgement of Country, through which she led guests into lunch.
Outstanding memories of the day must be Sherri Hilario’s summation of the
Library’s activities for the year and the eloquent thanks to the speaker delivered
by Grace Bowen who was a Year 8 student at St Johns’ Park High School.
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330 people were squeezed around the tables including members, one of our
patrons, Elizabeth Evatt, supporters, public and private schools, State Members
of Parliament, the NSW Teachers Federation (a member organisation), Women’s
Action and Information Group (WAIG) and the Women’s Electoral Lobby (WEL).
We were pleased to be able to support the attendance of 26 sponsored students.
A profit of $18,323 was achieved.
We would very much like to thank the staff of the Strangers’ Dining Room,
without whom our lunch would not have been the success it was. As ever, the
hardworking Annual Luncheon Committee is to be congratulated on their
enthusiastic teamwork and thanked for all their most valued work.
Michele Ginswick

LU NC H HOU R TAL KS
The decision to reduce the number of Lunch Hour Talks each year to five has
worked well for both our audience and our volunteers. It was unfortunate that
the last talk had to be cancelled at short notice. The move to the Customs House
Library has also proved to be a winner and the ongoing support of the Librarian
at Customs House, Lydie Bacot, has been most valuable. As ever, without the
dedicated Lunch Hour Talks Team of volunteers and their constant efforts to
ensure that all goes smoothly and everyone feels welcomed, the Lunch Hour
Talks would not be as successful as they are. I thank them all most sincerely.
The speakers in 2018 were:
Thursday 15 February: Annette Janic, WAR CHILD, Survival. Betrayal. Secrets.
Annette gave a very personal talk which reflected her emotional response to
her mother, Leni’s, story, much of which Annette did not know until her
mother appeared to be very ill. WAR CHILD is the true story of Magdalena
(Leni) Janic, spanning 100 years from pre-WWII Nazi Germany to the suburbs
of Adelaide. Leni’s experiences of the dispossessed under the Nazis, her
escape from a collapsing society as the Red Army advanced and the
challenges of a new life as a German New Australian are painfully described
but this is also a story of a woman's unconditional love for her family, the
sacrifices she made and secrets she kept to protect them.
Thursday 19 April: Sue Liu – Accidental Aid Worker
Sue avoided telling her audience too much about the actual book, rather
focusing on how it came about and the background to the story – her life story
which she delivered with great honesty and insight. This is a moving and real
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account of one woman’s drive to survive and support others, while masking
battles of her own. Through courageously facing inescapable truths about
herself, Sue began to find the woman she really wanted to be. She now spends
time as a volunteer, leading and connecting people to opportunities to help
vulnerable people as well as helping people to publish their own stories, while
running her own business and marketing consultancy, Zulu Communications.
Thursday 21 June: Suzanne Falkiner, Getting to Know Mick.
Suzanne delivered a delightful insight into “Mick” Randolf Stowe’s life – and, yes,
one of the most surprising things about the life of Randolph Stow was to find out
just how surprising he actually is! She set about removing the myth of him as the
reclusive Australian author of The Merry-Go-Round in the Sea, an
autobiographical novel about his childhood in rural Geraldton, who later lived in
England and retreated from public life. Through Suzanne’s focus on his early life,
we were given a glimpse of Mick’s Sydney life and the people in it, such as Patrick
White, before young ‘Mick’ Stow became a vagabond, going to the Kimberley,
and in 1959 he taking a job in Papua/New Guinea, which left him in poor health
and with another book. We did not have time for all his meandering which
followed but found him settled in the late 1960s in East Anglia, the land of his
English forebears.
This book was shortlisted for the National Biography Award and the Prime
Minister’s Award for Non-Fiction in 2017
Thursday 16 August: Vindu Maharaj, Cultural prison, a daughter’s worth
This novel was inspired by the author’s observation of how unfair life was for girls
born within her Indian/Hindu culture. Set in Fiji in the 1970’s to 1980’s, the book
begins with a Hindu wedding, follows the journey of a young, well-educated girl,
through the first years of her married life describing the horrific domestic violence
at the hands of her husband and mother-in-law she faces. The birth of a
daughter seals her fate. Vindu Maharaj grew up in Suva, Fiji and moved with her
family to Australia in 1985. After working in banking and as a business
consultant, Vindu resigned from work in 2014 to become a full-time writer.
Thursday 15 November: Manal al-Sharif, Daring to Drive
Sadly, this talk had to be cancelled as Manal al-Sharif was unable to do it at the
last moment.
Michele Ginswick

EQ UA LIT Y RIGHTS A LLIA NC E (ERA )
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The Equality Rights Alliance – Women Voices for Gender Equity is Australia’s
largest network advocating for women’s equality, women’s leadership, and
recognition of women’s diversity. Jessie Street National Women’s Library
participates in the work of the Alliance when it is relevant to the Library’s core
objectives. We support various submissions or advertise and circulate relevant
events.
The four key areas of focus for the ERA during 2018 and continuing into 2019
are:






bringing the diversity of women’s voices to develop and resource policies
and processes that will achieve equality for women
housing that meets the needs of women
women’s equality in laws and access to justice
women’s health and wellbeing

The following is a snapshot of activities in 2018 that demonstrate the range of
ERA’s work both internationally and domestically.
In April a ‘report back’ day was held in Sydney on the outcomes from the
Commission on the Status of Women CSW62 conference that was held at the
United Nations Headquarters in New York in March 2018.The emphasis of the
conference was Challenges and opportunities in achieving gender equality and
the empowerment of rural women and girls. Feedback suggested that while the
conference was an overall success, Australia’s aim and contribution should be
always to achieve best practice in gender equality, consistent with its wealth and
influence.
In May, the annual conference of the ERA was held in Canberra. One of the many
interesting conversations at the conference was about intergenerational
feminism, in particular participation of and making space in organisations for
young women. An outcome of the conference was The National Gender Equality
Plan. This project aims to produce a comprehensive, holistic gender equality plan
that brings together key recommendations from civil society for Federal-level
policy actions and identify gaps that require further research and policy
attention. Work for the Plan is underway and the areas it focuses on
demonstrate the range and diversity of issues that affect the lives of women and
girls not only in Australia, but internationally. These include economic well-being,
gender-based violence, health, women, peace and security, intersectionality and
diversity, women’s leadership, justice, housing, education, foreign aid and
development and gender machineries.
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ERA worked with its membership to develop the 2018-19 Pre-budget Submission
which covered gender responsive budgeting, much-needed funding for time-use
surveys, rebuilding the aid budget and women’s access to affordable housing,
liveable incomes, education and health services.
The full range of projects and publications of the ERA for the year 2018 can be
found on the web site era.admin@ywca.org.au You can also download the ERA
newsletter that is printed throughout the year.
Marion Shaw

NEW S LETTER
During the year the Newsletter Committee met four times in February, April,
September and December. Its key objectives are to:





Keep our membership informed and engaged in our activities
Review the content material for the following Newsletter edition
Coordinate the role of the Newsletter with the Library's other
communication modalities namely Facebook and the website
Seek ways to continuously improve the Newsletter production.

Consistent with this aim agreed in 2017, the balance between text and images
continued to improve, drawing on our extensive graphic collections of posters
and assorted ephemera.
Steered by our editors Kris Clarke and Jessica Stewart, our proof reader Jan
Burnswoods and supported by the Committee and Library volunteers, the
Newsletter continued to thrive. Three,
8-page issues were produced In February, May and July, and the 12-page
November edition which included the report on our September Annual Luncheon.
Newsletter staff participated in discussions with Rosanne Bersten, the consultant
approved by the Board to restructure and refresh our website and upgrade to the
latest graphic applications. The Newsletter was included in discussions to ensure
consistency with respect to colour, layout and fonts.
The content of the Newsletter reflected the richness of the Library's activities and
the diversity and dedication of our volunteers' expertise and interests. The
February edition opened with an article on Great Girls in Fiction where readers
were invited to respond with books they had loved as young developing girls.
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(February edition: Suzanne Marks). Readers' responses were published in the May
edition.
Articles based on archival library material included: Cockburn Sound Women’s
Peace Camp (May edition: Jan Burnswoods); Library's Tapestry program
established in 1996 to document the lives of Australian women not recorded
elsewhere (July edition: Diane Hague); Amy Johnson's astounding feat in 1930, at
age 26 was the first female pilot to fly from Britain to Australia. The Library holds
one of the oldest badges in its collection marking this event. (July edition: Jan
Burnswoods).
As usual, the November edition reported on the Annual Fundraising Luncheon
with guest speaker Kate McClymont. It also included Sherri Hilario's enlightening
Library Report highlighting how far our Library had come since its founding in
1989, particularly with information technology and our growing engagement with
other cultural institutions in the GLAM sector (Galleries, Libraries, Archives and
Museums).
All Lunch Hour Talks were reported on (Kris Clarke, Jessica Stewart, Michele
Ginswick and Barbara Henery) as well as the Library Book Club (Barbara Henery).
Through the Newsletter, the Library maintains a high level of transparency and
accountability to our members by informing them of the current state of our
capital investment fund, general donations, membership, new members and
acquisitions.
We look forward to 2019 as yet another year of reporting on and sharing with
our members and readers how the Library is functioning as well as the inspiring
actions and stories we can bring to light.
Suzanne Marks

W EBSIT E A N D S OCIA L MEDIA
Both the Library’s website and Facebook page promote the Library’s mission and
events. We have found our sites particularly important in reaching out to women
who are not aware of the Library’s existence.
The Facebook page is used to showcase the Library’s collections; promote
Australian women authors and leaders as well as highlighting events in
Australian and international history that are important feminist milestones.
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Both Facebook and the website promote Library events including the Lunch Hour
Talks, Annual General Meeting and the Library’s Annual Luncheon. By the end of
2018, the Facebook page had 1274 friends.
The Library's social media presence has benefited from the skills of new
volunteers who are work experience students from TAFE and universities. The
Library's YouTube site has been reinvigorated, with the uploading of new videos
and interviews and a terrific visualisation of Kate Gleeson’s Lunch Hour Talk. To
date, posts on the Library's new Instagram account have focused on volunteers
working in the Library, together with some reposting from the Library's Facebook
page and from other Instagram accounts.
The Board decided this year that the website and Facebook should be revamped.
Tinderspark was employed to do that. This extended to include all
communications platforms resulting in a “Brand refresh”. The revamped sites will
be launched as part of the Library’s 30th anniversary celebrations in 2019.
Diane Hague
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BOARD 2018
Chair

Jozefa Sobski

Vice Chair

Suzanne Marks

Secretary

Sherri Hilario

Treasurer

Jean Burns

Members

Michele Ginswick
Diane Hague (corresponding member)
Robyn Harriott
Barbara Henery
Beverley Kingston
Susan Price (from AGM 2018)
Vallie Rigg
Marion Shaw
Beverley Sodbinow

Public Officer:

Sherri Hilario

Hon. Auditor:

Jann Skinner
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Sue Baker, Kathryn Berenger; Jean Burns, Jan Burnswoods, Bronwyn Campbell,
Wendy Chester, Kris Clarke, Rima D’Arcy, Dale Dengate, Isobel Dewar, Gina
Dolphin, Lyn Eggins, Jennifer Furness, Michele Ginswick, Diane Hague, Robyn
Harriott, Barbara Henery, Sherri Hilario, Howard Houliston, Janice Howie,
Beverley Kingston, Jane Lander, Roslyn Leal, Christine Lees, Hanne Marks,
Suzanne Marks, Ellen McIlwain, Anne McNabb, Lyn Mealey, Lynne Morton,
Julianne Patterson, Lorna Paviour, Kerith Power, Susan Price, Vallie Rigg, Marion
Shaw, Christine Smith, Marc Samuel Smith, Jozefa Sobski, Beverley Sodbinow,
Jessica Stewart, Pat Sutton, Afroula Thomas, Charlotte Van Ewyk, Dianne Van
Sommers, Judy Watts, Aleit-Marei Woodward.
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Jessie Street National Women’s Library
Ultimo Community Centre, 523-525 Harris Street, Ultimo
GPO Box 2656, Sydney NSW 2001
Telephone (02) 9571 5359
Email: info@nationalwomenslibrary.org.au
Website: www.nationalwomenslibrary.org.au
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